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A new code, MISHKA-D ~Drift MHD !, has been developed as an extension of the ideal
magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! code MISHKA-1 in order to investigate the finite gyroradius
stabilizing effect of ion diamagnetic drift frequency,v* i , on linear ideal MHD eigenmodes in
tokamaks in general toroidal geometry. The MISHKA-D code gives a self-consistent computation of
both stable and unstable eigenmodes with eigenvaluesugu>v* i in plasmas with strong radial
variation in the ion diamagnetic frequency. Test results of the MISHKA-D code show good
agreement with the analytically obtainedv* i spectrum and stability limits of the internal kink mode,
n/m51/1, used as a benchmark case. Finite-n ballooning and low-n kink ~peeling! modes in the
edge transport barrier just inside the separatrix are studied for high confinement mode~H-mode!
plasmas with thev* i effect included. The ion diamagnetic stabilization of the ballooning modes is
found to be most effective for narrow edge pedestals. For low enough plasma density thev* i

stabilization can lead to a second zone of ballooning stability, in which all the ballooning modes are
stable for any value of the pressure gradient. For internal transport barriers typical of the Joint
European Torus@JET, P. H. Rebutet al., Proceedings of the 10th International Conference, Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion, London~International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna,
1985!, Vol. I, p. 11# optimized shear discharges, the stabilizing influence of ion diamagnetic
frequency on then51 global pressure driven disruptive mode is studied. A strong radial variation
of v* i is found to significantly decrease the stabilizingv* i effect on then51 mode, in comparison
with the case of constantv* i estimated at the foot of the internal transport barrier. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1398573#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instabilities play an
important role in limiting plasma performance in tokamak
A careful assessment of the stabilizing effects on ideal M
modes is important for controlling these instabilities and o
taining highest plasma parameters and fusion yield. In or
to compute the ideal MHD instabilities the ideal MHD e
genvalue code MISHKA-1 was developed1 and successfully
applied to Joint European Torus~JET25! discharges.2,3 It was
established in Refs. 2 and 3 that the effect of MHD instab
ties on plasma confinement is most dramatic if the MH
modes are associated with the so-called ‘‘transport barrie
which suppress the thermal plasma transport in a narrow
gion and control the high confinement of the plasma.4,5 On
JET, two broadly different scenarios of high plasma confi
ment with transport barriers are established: the high c
finement mode~H-mode!4 and the optimized shear scenario5

In an H-mode discharge, a transport barrier is formed
the plasma edge just inside the magnetic separatrix where
4291070-664X/2001/8(10)/4292/14/$18.00
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density and temperature vary strongly over very short d
tances of few centimeters. The edge-localized modes~ELMs!
of the first type excited in the edge transport barrier lead t
rapid degradation of plasma performance in a region m
broader than the edge only, and they are usually the m
limiting MHD evens of the plasma performance inH-mode.
Studies2,6–8 of the MHD stability at the plasma edge hav
identified the ideal ballooning modes6–8 and low-n kink
~peeling! modes2,6 driven by the pressure gradient at the ed
and by the edge currents~including bootstrap current! as the
MHD modes, which determine stability of the ELMs.

In the optimized shear scenario,5 an internal transport
barrier is triggered close to the plasma center and expand
later times. Large radial gradients of ion temperature, up
150 keV/m, and radial gradients of plasma pressure, up
106 Pa/m, were measured in best discharges with inte
transport barriers on JET.5 Such discharges often end wit
disruptions, which are attributed to a global ideal MHD kin
mode with toroidal mode numbern51 driven by the strong
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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peaking of the pressure profile at the internal transp
barrier.3

Since the ideal MHD modes in the barriers are asso
ated with large pressure gradients, more comprehen
analysis of the stability margins must take into account
the relevant pressure-dependent effects, which can mo
the stability conditions. One of the well-known effect
which can dramatically modify the stability of ideal MHD
modes is the finite gyroradius effect of the ion diamagne
drift frequency, v* i5(m/r )•(Ti /eiB0)•(d ln pi /dr)}(1/pi)
•(dpi /dr), which can stabilize ideal MHD modes if the
growth rategMHD is comparable to or lower thanv* i ~see
Refs. 7–9 and references therein!:

gMHD<v* i . ~1!

HereTi , ei , andpi are temperature, charge, and pressure
the thermal ions of the plasma,B0 is the equilibrium mag-
netic field, r is the radial coordinate, andm is the poloidal
mode number. Introducing the characteristic ion pressu
gradient scaleLp[ud(ln pi)/dru21, and representing

gMHD5VTi /Reff , ~2!

whereReff is an effective curvature radius of the magne
field lines, one can rewrite~1! in the form

nq
r i

Lp
>

r

Reff
, ~3!

where r i5VTi /vBi is the ion Larmor radius, vBi

5eiB0 /Mi is the ion cyclotron frequency,VTi5(Ti /Mi)
1/2,

Mi is the ion mass,n is the toroidal mode number, an
q(r )5rBT /R0BP is the safety factor (R0 is the major radius
of the torus,BT andBP are the values of toroidal and polo
dal magnetic fields!.

One can see from~3! that the efficiency of thev* i sta-
bilization is determined by different reasons for modes w
different characteristic parameters. For example, the id
MHD internal kink mode,10 which is characterized by th
toroidal and dominant poloidal mode numbersn/m51/1, can
be easily stabilized by the ion diamagnetic drift effect due
the small values of the growth rate. In this case inequality~3!
is satisfied due to the very small ‘‘effective’’ curvature
toroidal geometry, which is of the order of

1

Reff
<

«2

R0
, ~4!

where «5r /R0 , r 5r 1 is the radius of magnetic surfac
q(r 1)51. Then~3! reduces to the following estimate of th
plasma parameters at which the ion diamagnetic effect
comes important for the internal kink mode:

r i

Lp
.

«2

R0
, ~5!

wherer i andLp have to be estimated at the position of t
inertial layer of the kink mode, i.e., atq(r 1)51.

In the case of high-n ballooning modes and kink mode
with high m, n, thev* i stabilization plays an important rol
since the left-hand side of~3! is proportional to a large value
n. As an estimate for 1/Reff , one can use in this case
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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1/Reff>«/R0 , ~6!

so that an estimate for maximumn, nmax, above which one
could expect a stabilization of high-n modes due to thev* i

effect, takes a form

nmax>
«2Lp

qr i
. ~7!

Considering the relevant plasma parameters typica
the edge transport barrier just inside the separatrix in
H-mode and the plasma parameters typical of the inte
transport barriers in the shear optimized scenario, one fi
that the condition~1! is satisfied in many cases. Thus, ge
erally speaking, thev* i effect must be taken into account fo
stability analysis of ideal MHD modes associated with t
transport barriers. Recent analyses7,8 confirm the importance
of the v* i effect on ideal ballooning modes in the edg
transport barriers. It was shown in Ref. 7 with the use
Braginskii equations and simple analytical model, that
ion diamagnetic drift and the finite radial localization of th
pedestal pressure gradient change significantly the pres
gradient threshold for ideal ballooning modes. Recent a
lytical study8 devoted to the stability of ideal balloonin
modes in the edge transport barrier, also has underlined
importance of strong radial variation of the ion diamagne
frequency. In order to incorporate the effect of strong rad
variation ofv* i , a global mode analysis was developed f
the ballooning approach.8

The goal of the present paper is to develop an ion d
magnetic drift modification of the ideal MHD spectral cod
MISHKA-1.1 The modified drift MHD code ~called
MISHKA-D ! should allow to compute stable and unstab
eigenmodes with eigenvaluesugu>v* i , in full toroidal ge-
ometry and with strong radial variation in the ion diama
netic frequency,v* i , taken into account. The MISHKA-D
model and numerical method of solving the MISHKA-
equations are presented in Secs. II and III, respectively.

The MISHKA-D code is benchmarked against analytic
results for thev* i effect on then/m51/1 internal kink mode
in Sec. IV. A short description of the analytical results
given. Auxiliary codes based on the MISHKA-D code, i.e
the antenna version of the MISHKA-D and the continuu
solver based on the MISHKA-D code, are tested for the
ternal kink mode.

The main application of the new MISHKA-D code is th
analysis of thev* i stabilization of ballooning and kink
~peeling! modes localized in the edge pedestal ofH-mode
discharges~Sec. V!. The MISHKA-D code allows accurate
calculations of finite-n ballooning and kink modes up to ver
large toroidal mode numbers (n,50– 100) in full toroidal
geometry and for arbitrary plasma shapes. In order to qu
tify the relevance of the ion-diamagnetic stabilization, a J
high performanceH-mode discharge is analyzed.

The v* i stabilization of the disruptiven51 pressure-
driven mode in optimized shear discharge with internal tra
port barrier is considered in Sec. VI.

Conclusions are presented in Sec. VII.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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II. THE MODEL

A. Starting equations

Starting equations of the MISHKA-D model are, on th
one hand, a generalization of the ideal MHD equations u
in the MISHKA-1 code,1 and, on the other hand, a reduc
set of the generalized MHD equations.11 In contrast to Ref. 1,
but by analogy with Ref. 11, we take into account the gy
viscosity term in the equation of the plasma motion acr
the magnetic field

r dV/dt52¹p1 j3B1¹•pJL , ~8!

wherepJL is the gyroviscosity tensor,d/dt5]/]t1V"¹, r
5Min, V, p are the plasma mass density, velocity, and pr
sure,j is the electric current density,B is the magnetic field,
Mi is the ion mass,n is the plasma number density. We ta
the time dependence of the perturbations in the form explt)
and linearize~8! taking into account that the gyroviscosi
term compensates the part of the term withdV/dt related to
the ion diamagnetic drift velocity in~8! ~see Ref. 11 for
details!. The linearized version of~8! then reduces to~cf.
Refs. 1 and 11!

lMin0Ṽ52¹p̃1H̃, ~9!

where

H̃5~“3B0!3B̃2B03~“3B̃!, ~10!

the subscript zero and tilde denote the equilibrium and p
turbed values. We only consider projections of~9! perpen-
dicular with respect to the equilibrium magnetic field, sin
only these projections are important for our problem.

The linearized perpendicular Ohm’s law is taken allo
ing for the ion pressure gradient and the equilibrium diam
netic drift velocityV0 ,

n0~Ẽ1Ṽ3B0!1ñV03B02t¹p̃i50, ~11!

where

V05
t

r0B0
2 B03¹p0i , t5

1

eiRM
A Mi

m0n0i
5

1

vBitA
. ~12!

Here Ẽ is the perpendicular perturbed electric field,p0i and
p̃i are the equilibrium and perturbed ion pressures,r0 is the
equilibrium mass density,ei is the ion charge,n0i is the ion
density on axis,tA[R0 /VA(0), VA(0)5B0(0)/Am0r0(0)
is the Alfvén velocity on the magnetic axis. For a give
pressure profile, all the nonideal MHD terms are proportio
to the dimensionless parametert, the inverse of the normal
ized ion-cyclotron frequencyvBi .

By analogy with Ref. 11, we take into account the te
with V0 in the continuity equation

lñ52¹•~n0Ṽ1ñV0!. ~13!

The perturbed ion temperatureT̃i is governed by the ion
energy equation allowing for the drift part of the heat fl
qi ,
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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ln0T̃i52n0Ṽ•¹T0i2~G i21!p0i¹•Ṽ2V0•¹T̃i

2~G i21!¹•q̃i , ~14!

where

¹•q̃i5t
G i

~G i21!
¹•S ñT0i1n0T̃i

B0
2 B03¹T0i

1
n0T0i

B0
2 B03¹T̃i D , ~15!

T0i is the equilibrium ion temperature,G i is the adiabatic
exponent.

The electron energy equation is written in the appro
mation of infinite parallel electron heat conductivity

B0•¹T̃e1B̃•¹T0e50, ~16!

whereT̃e andT0e are the perturbed and equilibrium electro
temperature.

B. Transformations of starting equations

We obtain from~11!,

Ṽ'5ṼE2
ñ

n0
V01

t

n0B0
2 B03¹p̃i , ~17!

where the subscript' denotes the vector components pe
pendicular to the equilibrium magnetic fieldB0 andṼE is the
perturbed cross-field velocity, given by

ṼE5
Ẽ3B0

B0
2 . ~18!

Assuming the plasma motion due to the cross-field veloc
to be incompressible,

¹•ṼE>0, ~19!

and neglecting the magnetic field curvature effects, one
tains using~15! and ~17!,

¹•Ṽ5
t

n0B0
2 B0•~¹n03¹T̃i1¹ñ3¹T0i !, ~20!

~G i21!¹•q̃i52G i p0i¹•Ṽ. ~21!

Then ~13! and ~14! reduce to

lñ52ṼE•¹n0 , ~22!

lT̃i52ṼE•¹T0i . ~23!

We then express the electric field by analogy with R
12 as

Ẽ52lÃ, ~24!

whereÃ is a perturbed vector potential. We use the coor
nate system~s,q,f! described in Ref. 1~s is the dimension-
less radial coordinate marking the magnetic surfaces,q is the
poloidal coordinate,f is the toroidal angle!. Then we obtain
from ~18!,
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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lA15V̂E
2, ~25!

lÂ252VE
1, ~26!

where

V̂E
25@ṼE3B0#1, Â25@Ã3B0#1/B0

2. ~27!

The subscript and superscript 1 denote the first~i.e., sth)
covariant and contravariant components, respectively. S
stituting Eq.~26! into ~22! and ~23!, we find

ñ5n08Â2 , T̃i5T0i8 Â2 , ~28!

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect tos.
We neglect the parallel perturbed electric field, so tha

accordance with~18!,

Ã•B050. ~29!

Then, according to Ref. 1,

B̃152B0•¹Â2 . ~30!

Substituting~30! into ~16!, we find that

T̃e5T0e8 Â2 . ~31!

It follows from ~28! and ~31! that

p̃5p08Â2 , ~32!

wherep05n0(T0i1T0e).
Taking into account~17! and~31!, the momentum equa

tion ~9! can be written in the form

lr0H ṼE1
t

B0
2 B03¹S Â2p0i8

n0
D J 52¹~p08Â2!1H̃. ~33!

Using ~26!, we expresslÂ2 in terms ofVE
1 and move the

relevant term from the left-hand side of~33! to right-hand
side of ~33!. Then the (s,q)-covariant projections of the re
sulting equation lead to the following equations:

lr0S g11VE
11

g12

f q
V̂E

2 D
5â12

F

R2

]

]sH GF ]

]s
~ f qÂ2!2

]A1

]q G J
1r0

t

f qF2g11

p0i8

n0

]VE
1

]q
1g12

]

]s S VE
1p0i8

n0
D G , ~34!

lr0S g12VE
11

g22

f q
V̂E

2 D
5â22

F

R2 G
]

]qF ]

]s
~ f qÂ2!2

]A1

]q G
1r0

t

f qF2g12

p0i8

n0

]VE
1

]q
1g

22

]

]s S VE
1p0i8

n0
D G . ~35!

The functionsâ1 , â2 were introduced in Ref. 1 as follows
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
b-

n

â15J~ j 0
2B̃32 j 0

3B̃2!2
F

qR2

]

]s
@J~MB̃11NB̃2!#

1
F

qR2 S ]

]q
1q

]

]f D @J~LB̃11MB̃2!#, ~36!

â25J j0
3B̃11

F

R2

]

]f
@J~MB̃11NB̃2!#. ~37!

The coefficientsL, M, N, G are defined by

L5g11/J, M5g12/J, N5g22/J, G5g33/J5F/ f q,
~38!

where the JacobianJ5 f qR2/F, f 52sc1 (c1 is the poloidal
flux at the boundary!, F5RB0 and gik with ( i ,k)5(1,2,3)
are the metric tensor components. The perturbed magn
field componentsB̃2 and B̃3 are related toA1 , Â2 by ~cf.
Ref. 1!

B̃25
1

JF]A1

]f
1

]

]s
~ f Â2!G , B̃35

1

J F ]

]s
~ f qÂ2!2

]A1

]q G .
~39!

Thus, our model consists of the four equations~25!, ~26!,
~34!, and~35! for the variablesA1 , Â2 , VE

1, VE
2. These equa-

tions differ from those used in MISHKA-11 by the last terms
in the square brackets in the right-hand side of~34! and~35!.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

In the numerical scheme, we introduce new variables

X15 f qṼ1, X25 iV̂2, X35 iA1 , X45 f qÂ2 ~40!

and solve~34!, ~35!, ~25!, and ~26! in their weak form by
using the Galerkin method.12 The four unknown functions
are Fourier expanded in both toroidal and poloidal angle;
structure of the functions in radial coordinates is described
in cubic Hermite and quadratic finite elementsH(s), i.e., the
same discretization as used in the Complex Alfve´n Spectrum
in TORoidal geometry code~CASTOR12! is employed,

Ã5elteinf (
m52`

1`

eimq (
v51

N

~Ãm!vHv~s!, ~41!

whereÃ is any function from the four functions above. Fo
lowing the approach described in Ref. 12 we generate
weak forms by multiplying Eqs.~34!, ~35!, ~25!, and~26! by
(Ṽ1)* , (V̂2)* / f q, A1* andÂ2* correspondingly and integrat
ing over the volumeJ ds dq df. The weak forms are ob
tained then as follows:

lN15M11tD1 , lN25M21tD2 , ~42!

lN35M3 , lN45M4 , ~43!

wheret is the dimensionless parameter, which characteri
the ion drift effect and is determined by~12!. M1 , M2 are
the parts of weak forms related to the potential energy of
mode,
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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M15E A~1,3!X1* X31A~18,3!
]X1*

]s
X31A~1,4!X1* X4

1A~18,4!
]X1*

]s
X41A~1,48!X1*

]X4

]s

1A~18,48!
]X1*

]s

]X4

]s
ds dq, ~44!

M25E A~2,3!X2* X31A~2,4!X2* X4

1A~2,48!X2*
]X4

]s
ds dq, ~45!

the weak formsN1 , N2 correspond to the kinetic energy,

N15E ~B~1,1!uX1u21B~1,2!X1* X2!ds dq, ~46!

N25E ~B~2,1!X2* 1B~2,2!uXu2!ds dq. ~47!

The weak formsN3 , N4 and M3 , M4 connect the vector
potential with the plasma velocity,

N35E B~3,3!uX3u2ds dq, N45E B~4,4!uX4u2ds dq,

~48!

M35E A~3,2!X3* X2 ds dq,

~49!

M45E A~4,1!X4* X1 ds dq.

Similar types of the weak forms were obtained in t
MISHKA-1 code, with the only difference that~25! and~26!
were used in order to reduce the number of variables fr
four to two. In contast to the MISHKA-1 code, new term
D1 , D2 corresponding to the drift effects appear now in t
MISHKA-D code:

D15E FA~1,1!uX1u21A~1,18!X1*
]X1

]s Gds dq, ~50!

D25E FA~2,1!X2* X11A~2,18!X2*
]X1

]s Gds dq. ~51!

The matrix elements@the coefficients in front of the qua
dratic combinations of the variablesXi ( i 51,2,3) and their
radial derivatives in Eqs.~42!–~51! have to be computed
from an equilibrium code~we use the equilibrium code
HELENA13!# by a mapping procedure. Details of the deriv
tion and transformation of the matrix elements are explai
in the Appendix.

IV. BENCHMARK OF THE DIAMAGNETIC
STABILIZATION OF THE INTERNAL KINK MODE:
AUXILIARY MODIFIED VERSIONS OF THE MISHKA-D
CODE

Analytic theory for MHD modes in the regime withugu
>v* i shows that thev* i stabilization manifests itself in the
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form of two modes with real frequencies, instead of t
modes with imaginary frequenciesv56 igMHD . Frequen-
ciesv1 andv2 of v* i stabilized modes are given by

v1,25
v* i

2
6Av* i

4
2gMHD

2 . ~52!

It is seen from~52! that unstable modes with Im(v).0 can
only occur if the value ofgMHD associated with the potentia
energy of the perturbations becomes high enough to sa
gMHD.v* i /2. Until then only two stable modes can exi
with frequencies, which start fromv1'v* i , v2

'gMHD
2 /v* i at smallgMHD and merge atv1'v2'v* i /2 as

gMHD increases.

A. The benchmark

As a benchmark case for the MISHKA-D code, the s
bilization of the n51 internal kink mode due to the ion
diamagnetic drift is analyzed. Analytically, the growth ra
and frequency of the internal kink mode as a function
v* i , are described by~52!. In order to test the MISHKA-D
code, the eigenvalues of the internal kink mode are ca
lated self-consistently, varying the diamagnetic frequen
through the parametert introduced in~52!, keeping the pres-
sure profile constant. The equilibrium used is characteri
by the pressure and current profiles:p85p8(0)(12c) and
^ j &5 j (0)(12c), wherec is a normalized poloidal flux. A
circular plasma boundary is chosen, with the aspect ratio
R0 /a54. The poloidal beta and the safety factor on-a
values are, correspondingly,bp[8pS^p&/m0I 250.4 and
q(0)50.75. This equilibrium is unstable with respect to t
ideal MHD n51 internal kink mode.10 Here,^p& is the vol-
ume averaged pressure,S the area of the poloidal cross se
tion of the plasma, andI the total toroidal plasma curren
The trajectory of the growth rate,g5Re~l!, and the fre-
quency,v5Im~l! of the two modes as a function oft is
shown in Fig. 1. The behavior of the two modes is in go
agreement with~52!. At t50, one unstable and a stabl
damped, mode exist, both with the same mode struct
With increasingt, the frequency of the two modes increas
linearly with v* i , while the growth and damping rates a
decreasing. Atv5v* i /2 the two modes coalesce. Furth
increase inv* i leads to two stable modes, one increasin
the other decreasing in frequency. The value ofv* i as evalu-
ated at theq51 surface from a toroidal analogue of~1!:

v* i5t
nq^u¹cu&
r0^r &^B0&

dp

dc
, ~53!

agrees within 5% with the value ofv* i determined from the
linear increase of Im~l! with t ~the bracketŝ•••& denote an
averaging over the flux surface!.

The variation ofv* i with t corresponds to a variation o
the plasma density or magnetic field, which leaves the~nor-
malized! equilibrium and thus the pressure unchanged. Va
ing the total pressure changes both the ideal MHD grow
rate of the mode and the diamagnetic frequency. Figure 1~b!
shows the frequency and growth rate as a function of
poloidal beta for both ideal and finitev* i . The ideal MHD
internal kink mode is stable up to a poloidal beta ofbp
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 1. ~a! The trajectory of the growth rate,g, and the frequency,v of then51 internal kink mode as a function ofv* i . ~b! Growth rate~g, open triangles!
and frequency~v, circles! of the internal kink mode as a function of the poloidal beta at fixedt50.02. The ideal MHD growth rate,g id , is given by the filled
triangles. The frequency at the top off thev* i induced gap is also shown.~c! The radial structure of the Alfve´n continuum modified byv* i as a function of
the radial coordinates5Ac/c1. Then51 internal kink mode with eigenvalues shown in~b! has its frequency at the bottom of the gap induced byv* i .
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50.226. The effect of ion-diamagnetic drift~t50.02! gives
rise to two stable modes. However, the two stable mo
only exist when the pressure is larger than the ideal M
stability limit.

B. Auxiliary version of the MISHKA-D code for
computing the Alfve ´n continuum

For lower values of the pressure the frequencies of
stable modes would lie inside the Alfve´n continuum. The
diamagnetic drift frequency modifies the Alfve´n continuum
in the low-frequency range by inducing ‘‘gaps’’ in the co
tinuum at the intersection points between branches of os
lationsv56kim(r )VA(r ) andv5v* i(r ).14 The finitev* i

induces a gap in the continua of width fromv50 to v
5v* i . In order to compute the continuum frequencies w
v* i effect for shaped equilibrium with arbitrary radial pro
files of density, pressure andq(r ), a modified version of the
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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MISHKA-D code, similar to the CSCAS code,15 was devel-
oped. The bottom of the gap as a function ofbp computed by
the modified MISHKA-D is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The radial
structure of the continuum modified byv* i is shown in Fig.
1~c!. At the marginally stable value of the pressure of t
ideal mode, one global mode comes out of the continu
with a frequencyv5v* i , the second mode comes out of th
continuum below thev* i induced gap atv50. With increas-
ing pressure, the two modes coalesce wheng5v* i /2 and the
internal kink becomes unstable~at bp50.308).

C. The antenna version of the MISHKA-D code

In order to study global eigenmodes of finite frequen
which can be excited by external antenna, the ante
MISHKA-D code was developed similar to Refs. 16 and 1
This auxiliary version of the MISHKA-D code allows com
puting the plasma response to the wave field of the exte
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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4298 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 10, October 2001 Huysmans et al.
antenna. When the external antenna drives a wave field
certain m,n and the driving frequency is swept across t
frequency range of interest, sharp resonances are detect
the plasma response at frequencies, which correspond t
frequencies of global eigenmodes of the same helicity.

It is known that, experimentally, the frequency of th
two stable modes can be determined by exciting the mo
with an external antenna.18 Using the separation of the fre
quencies of the two stable modes in~52! as an indication of
the distance to the stability limit of the mode, one could,
principle, avoid MHD instabilities through a feedback sy
tem to control the plasma parameters. However, the
stable modes can only be observed when they are ide
unstable, butv* i stabilized. Below the ideal MHD stability
limit the two modes become continuum modes and canno
detected as individual modes by an external excitation w
an antenna. This point has been verified with the ante
version of the MISHKA-D code. When the global mod
exist, sharp resonances are found in the plasma respon
the external drive from the antenna. However, as soon as
frequency of the global modes fall inside the continuum,
sharp resonances are lost and only the response from
continuum remains. Thus, the interval of plasma parame
where the stable modes can be detected entirely depend
the effectiveness of the diamagnetic stabilization.

In order to investigate the efficiency of thev* i stabili-
zation of the internal kink, the marginally stable values of t
poloidal beta have been computed with the MISHKA-D co
as a function ofq on axis, for four values of the parametert.
The value of the safety factor on-axis,q(0), is varied by
changing the total current, at fixed equilibrium profiles. F
ure 2 shows the resulting stability limits of the internal kin
estimated from~52! for t50, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04. The ide
MHD limit is in good agreement with the classical result f
the Bussac mode.10 The ideal MHD growth rate scales wit
the square of the inverse aspect ratio of theq51 surface, i.e.,
the growth rates become very small asq(0) approaches 1
With the choice of the shape of the pressure profile,v* i is
almost constant as a function of radius. The stabilizing eff
of the ion-diamagnetic drift is therefore largest for small
dii of the q51 surface~see Fig. 2!.

FIG. 2. Stability limits ofn51 internal kink mode modified due to diamag
netic stabilization as a function oft51/(vBitA).
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V. STABILITY OF IDEAL MHD MODES IN THE
H-MODE EDGE TRANSPORT BARRIER

The pressure gradient in the transport barrier at the e
of an H-mode plasma is limited by MHD instabilities in th
form of edge localized modes~ELMs!. The relevant insta-
bilities are ballooning modes driven by the edge press
gradient and localized kink~peeling! modes driven by the
edge current, which is due to both the bootstrap current
the Ohmic current related to the high edge electron temp
ture. Usually, experiments show that the pressure gradien
the H-mode edge pedestal is found to correspond to the
ballooning stability limit6,19 and it follows the scaling witha
(a524(q2/«B0

2)V1/2(dp/dV)) as expected for the balloon
ing limit. Under some conditions, e.g., at high shaping and
high q(95), the pressure gradient is found to be significan
above the first ballooning stability limit.20,21 This may be
explained by the access to the second zone of the balloo
stability, which is most easily achieved at high triangular
and highq(95) ~high poloidal beta!. An alternative explana-
tion for the pressure gradients exceeding the ideal MHD fi
ballooning stability limit is the stabilizing influence of th
ion-diamagnetic drift velocity.7,8 In Ref. 7, the influence of
the diamagnetic drift was analyzed using the Bragins
equations in a flux tube geometry with a shifted circle eq
librium. In the following section, the influence of the dia
magnetic drift on the finite-n ballooning stability and kink/
peeling modes in the edge pedestal is analyzed in
toroidal geometry, using the linearized MHD equations
described above. Finally, in order to quantify the importan
of the stabilizing influence of the diamagnetic drift, the s
bility limits of a JET hot-ionH-mode discharge are dete
mined as functions ofv* i .

A. Finite- n ideal ballooning modes in the edge
pedestal

In ideal MHD, the stability limit of ballooning modes
with n5` has been adopted in order to interpret the stabi
of edge pressure gradients in tokamaks. In this approach
marginally stable pressure gradient does not depend on
width of the edge pedestal, and the width of the mode
assumed to be infinitely small. However, physically releva
instabilities have finite mode numbers and for finite-n bal-
looning modes with a finite mode width, the width of th
edge pedestal is an important parameter in the stab
limits.22

In order to clarify the influence of the pedestal width o
the stability of ideal MHD finite-n ballooning modes, we
computed with the MISHKA-1 code the marginally stab
pressure gradients and the growth rates as functions of
toroidal mode number and the width of the edge pedes
The formulation of the MHD equations in the MISHKA
codes and the accuracy of the higher order finite eleme
used in both the equilibrium~HELENA11! and in the stability
calculations allow toroidal mode numbers up ton,100 to be
analyzed in full toroidal geometry.

The equilibrium used is characterized by a circu
plasma boundary, an inverse aspect ratioR0 /a54, q at the
boundary just below 4 and the poloidal beta of 1.0. The e
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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pedestal is represented by a local gradient, which is adde
the pressure profile:p8(c)512c1p1@(c2cb)2(322c
2cb)/(12cb)3#1/4. The increased pressure gradient~with
amplitudep1) extends fromcb to the boundary,c51. The
flux surface average current density profile is given by^ j &
5120.8c20.2c2. In the stability calculations an ideall
conducting wall is positioned at twice the minor radius.

Assuming that~52! can be used for approximately es
mating the influence of the diamagnetic drift frequency
ballooning modes, we first study stability of the ideal MH
finite-n ballooning modes in the edge pedestal with the
of the MISHKA-1 ideal MHD code. Figure 3 shows the typ
cal finite-n ballooning mode with toroidal mode numbern
530 in the edge transport barrier.

Figure 4 shows the marginally stable pressure gradi
ac , as a function of the toroidal mode number for thr
values of the width of the pedestal. The value of the marg
ally stable pressure gradient can be well described by

ac~n!5a`1ca /~dbn!, ~54!

FIG. 3. Radial mode structure~poloidal harmonics! of n530 ideal MHD
unstable edge ballooning mode. The pedestal extends froms50.95 to
s51.

FIG. 4. The marginally stable critical pressure gradient,ac , as a function of
the toroidal mode numbern for three different values of the width of th
edge pedestal,db50.025, 0.05, and 0.10. On the right,a(n)2a (n5`) as
a function ofn21 shows a linear scaling.
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where db is the width of the transport barrier,db5(1
2c1/2), anda` is an extrapolated value ton5`.

In ~54!, the 1/n correction of the marginala is consistent
with the conventional ballooning theory. It does not follo
the modified scaling withn22/3 for the edge ballooning
mode,22 since then22/3 scaling is related to a linear variatio
of the growth rate of then5` ballooning mode. However
for the pressure gradient profile in the barrier used in
analysis here, then5` growth rate varies quadratically as
function ofc ~as in the conventional ballooning theory!, with
a maximum just inside the plasma boundary. In order to
tain a linear variation of then5` growth rate the pressur
gradient has to increase faster than the magnetic shear.
also seen from~54!, that the correction toac is inversely
proportional to the width of the edge pedestal, and narr
barriers are more stable with respect to finite-n ballooning
modes, than wide barriers.

The width ~as measured by the half-width of the env
lope of the ballooning mode at the outboard mid-plane! of
the computed eigenfunction of the ballooning mode in
edge pedestal, shown in Fig. 3, shows a strong scaling w
the pedestal width and a weak dependence on the toro
mode number. The half-width can be approximated bydHW

>db
3/4n21/4, and it does not follow then21/2 dependence

typical of the conventional ballooning theory, or the ed
ballooning mode scalingn22/3.22 The number of rational sur
faces inside the half-width of the mode increases linea
with the toroidal mode number as opposed to then1/2 scaling
from the ballooning theory. This measure of the mode wid
in terms of the number of rational surfaces gives a mo
width independent of toroidal mode number. The width
the ballooning mode basically fills up the width of the pe
estal.

In the presence of the finite diamagnetic drift frequen
Eq. ~52! shows that the increase in the marginal press
gradient due to the diamagnetic stabilization is determin
by the change in the growth rate of the ideal MHD mo
with a relative to the change inv* i with a. The growth
rates Re~l! of the ideal MHD finite-n ballooning for db

50.05, are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the edge press
gradient for several values of the toroidal mode number. T
variation of the growth rate versus pressure gradient rela

FIG. 5. ~a! The growth rates of the ballooning modes as a function of
pressure gradient,a(98), for the toroidal mode numbers varying in th
range 10,n,40. ~b! Variation of the growth rates as a function of th
pressure gradient for different values of the safety factorq at the edge,D
5n(q12qint)50.1 ~circles!, 0.5 ~triangles!, 0.9 ~diamonds!.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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to the variation of the diamagnetic frequency determines
amplitude of the diamagnetic stabilization. Close to margi
stability, for the range of toroidal mode numbers conside
~10,n,40!, the growth rates of the ideal MHD high-n
modes can be approximated by

l25c2n~a2ac!, ~55!

where constantc2 does not depend on the pedestal wid
For larger growth rates,l.0.05, the growth rate is found t
follow the scaling

l25c0~12c1 /n!~a2ac!. ~56!

@The ac values in~55! and ~56! have slightly different nu-
merical values.# The constantc0 is independent of the ped
estal width, whereasc1 shows a weak inverse dependence
db . The scaling of the growth rate close to marginal stabi
in ~56! is due to the free boundary contribution to the ins
bility, and it strongly depends on the value ofq at the bound-
ary. However, the slopel2(a) for larger growth rates away
from marginal stability is independent ofq at the boundary.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5~b!, which shows the growth rate
for several values ofq at the boundary. In computing Fig. 5
it was important to keep the parameterD5n(q12qint) ~Ref.
22! constant (q1 is the value ofq at the boundary andqint is
the integer value nearest toq1), in order to keep the free
boundary contribution constant as a function of the mo
number. Since the ideal growth rates close to the marg
stability are easily stabilized by the diamagnetic drift, t
behavior at large growth rates is more relevant for the sta
ity limit in the presence of diamagnetic stabilization.

B. Diamagnetic stabilization of edge ballooning modes

We now use the MISHKA-D code in order to compu
diamagnetic drift effect on the edge ballooning modes. Si
the diamagnetic frequency increases linearly with the to
dal mode number,v* i5cvnat, and the growth rate of the
edge ballooning mode saturates with increasingn, a critical
value forn should exist, above which the ballooning mod
are stable when diamagnetic stabilization is taken into
count. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the contou
of the marginally stable values of the pressure gradient ba
on the scaling of the ideal MHD growth rate as a function
the toroidal mode number and the parametert. The maxi-
mum of each contour ofa, as indicated in Fig. 6, corre
sponds to the most unstable mode numbern. With increasing
value oft, and increasingv* i , the toroidal mode number o
the most unstable mode rapidly decreases. An expansiont
and 1/n of ~55!, yields for the dependence of the most u
stable mode number, for small values oft:

nmax5S 2c0ca

a`
2 cv

2 D 1/3

t22/3, a~n!5a`1
3

2

ca

nmax
. ~57!

For a large enough value oft, the higher-n modes become
unconditionally stable for any value of the pressure gradie
Above a criticalt ~;0.028 in this case!, all finite-n balloon-
ing modes are stable. This situation is similar to the so-ca
second stable regime forn5` ballooning modes where thi
regime can be obtained through shaping of the plas
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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boundary and/or at high poloidal beta. Figure 6~b! shows the
influence of the width of the edge pedestal on the balloon
stability including the diamagnetic stabilization. Since t
lower-n mode numbers are more stable at smaller widths
the pedestal, in accordance with~54!, the influence of the
diamagnetic stabilization is more important for small ped
tal widths. The change in the marginally stable pressure g
dient scales approximately with the pedestal width. Thus,
increase of the pressure due to the diamagnetic stabiliza
at the top of the pedestal is independent of the width of
pedestal. However, the access to the second stable reg
which can be induced byv* i , does depend on the pedest
width; a wide pedestal requires a larger value fort.

After the discussion of the influence of the diamagne
stabilization based on the ideal MHD growth rates a
simple analytical expression~52!, we compare our main con
clusions with the numerical calculation of the stability limi
with the MISHKA-D code. The computed behavior of th
growth rate and frequency of ann530 ballooning mode with

FIG. 6. ~a! Contours of the marginally stable values of the pressure gradi
a(98), as a function of the toroidal mode number,n, and parametert for the
edge pedestal of widthdb50.05. The dashed line indicates the most u
stable toroidal mode number at each value oft. ~b! Marginally stable pres-
sure gradientsa(98) and the most unstable toroidal mode numbersn as
functions of t51/(vBitA) for three different values of the width of the
pedestal,db50.025~triangles!, 0.05~circles!, 0.10~diamonds!, based on the
computed ideal MHD growth rates.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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increasingv* i is shown in Fig. 7. For the chosen shape
the edge transport barrier, the eigenvalue of the balloon
mode follows~52! closely, showing a good correlation be
tween the simplified formula~52! and the computed eigen
values. The marginally stable values for the pressure grad
as a function of the toroidal mode number, as calculated w
the MISHKA-D code, are plotted in Fig. 8 for several valu
of t. The resulting marginally stable values fora agree very
well with the values based on the ideal MHD growth ra
for t,0.02. Fort50.01, the most unstable mode isn520
and no stability limit is found for modes with toroidal mod
numbers larger than 40. Fort50.02, the stabilization is
somewhat less effective than in~52!, due to the increased
interaction with the Alfve´n continuum. Although the eigen
frequency of the marginally stable mode computed
t50.02 falls inside the gap induced by the diamagnetic
fects in the edge pedestal, it falls inside the first Alfve´n gap
outside the edge pedestal. This causes a significant chan
the mode structure, which extends well beyond the edge p
estal in this case.

C. Low- n kink „peeling … and ballooning modes

In addition to the medium to high-n pressure driven bal
looning modes, the MHD stability of theH-mode edge ped
estal is determined by low- to medium-n kink modes. The
kink modes~also called peeling modes! are driven unstable
by the edge current density, which consists mostly of bo

FIG. 7. The growth/damping rate and the frequency ofn530 ballooning
mode as functions of the ion-diamagnetic frequency,v* i , at constant pres-
sure gradient, computed with the MISHKA-D code.~t varies from 0 to
0.006.!

FIG. 8. Marginally stable values of the pressure gradienta~98! in the ped-
estal for different values of the parametert computed with the MISHKA-D
code ~symbols!. The lines indicate relevant marginally stable values e
mated from the ideal MHD growth rates.
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strap current due to the edge pressure gradient. Even in i
MHD the edge pressure gradient is known to have a sign
cant stabilizing effect on the kink modes, for pressure gra
ents below the ballooning limit.23 This stabilizing effect is
largest for the lower-n kink modes. When the edge pressu
gradient is of the order of the ballooning limit, the mediumn
kink modes are destabilized by the pressure gradient. In
regime, the instability is a combination of a kink and a b
looning mode. The ideal MHD stability limits due to th
n51, 2, 4, and 8 modes as a function of both the edge p
sure gradient and the edge current density are shown in
9. The equilibrium is the same model equilibrium as used
Figs. 3–8. To calculate the stability limits, the pressure g
dient and the current density inside the edge pedestal h
been varied independently. For each toroidal mode num
more than 600 equilibria have been analyzed. With
choice ofq at the boundary just below 4, then51 kink mode
is the most unstable mode at low pressure gradients. In i
MHD without diamagnetic stabilization, the stable operati
space is limited by then51 mode in the direction of the
edge current density and by then→` ballooning mode in
the direction of the edge pressure gradient.

The low-n stability limits including the ion-diamagnetic
drift ~t50.02!, as computed with the MISHKA-D code, ar
also shown in the edge stability diagram, Fig. 9. Comparis
with the ideal MHD stability limits clearly shows the add
tional stabilizing effect of the pressure due to the diam
netic drift. At pressure gradients close to the ideal balloon
limit the stabilizing effect of the diamagnetic drift on th
low-n kink modes is of the same order for the different mo
numbers. This is because both the growth rate and the
magnetic frequency increase linearly with mode number.

The stable space with the diamagnetic drift included
still limited by the n51 kink mode in the direction of the
edge current density but the highest stable edge curren
almost a factor of 2 higher. At this point, the stability limi
of n51, 2, 4, and 8 modes are very similar. The press
gradient is now limited by then58 mode but at a value

-

FIG. 9. The kink and ballooning stability limits as functions of the ed
pressure gradient and the normalized edge current density,J1 /J0 , for t50
~thin lines! andt50.02 ~fat lines!. HereJ1 is the edge current density,J0 is
the volume-averaged toroidal current density. Included also is the i
MHD ballooning limit for n5` ~dashed!. The shaded areas are stable.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 10. Then52 external kink limit~center! and the finite-n ballooning mode limit~right! as functions oft for JET hot-ionH-mode discharge #42677. Th
marginally stable pressure gradients, computed with the MISHKA-D code, are indicated by symbols, while the lines show the relevant values bae
ideal MHD growth rates. On the left, the equilibrium profiles of the pressure and the toroidal current density as functions of the normalized radius ashown.
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significantly above the ideal MHD ballooning limit.
~For this circular equilibrium the second stable regim

for ideal ballooning modes exists only forj 1 / j 0.0.42 and is
not accessible due to the low-n stability limits.!

D. Stability of the edge barriers in JET hot-ion
H-mode

In order to quantify the importance of thev* i stabiliza-
tion for typical tokamak parameters, the stability limits d
to kink and ballooning modes have been calculated for
edge barrier of JET hot-ionH-mode DT discharge~pulse
#426774! at the time of maximum fusion performance. Th
pressure profile and the current density profile are taken f
transport simulation of this discharge with the JETT
code.24 Figure 10 shows the typical large edge pressure g
dient and the local increase in the edge current density.
width of the edge transport barrier is about 4 cm. The r
evant stability limits for this discharge are plotted in Fig.
as a function oft. The maximum edge current density
limited by n52 kink ~peeling! mode, localized inside the
edge pedestal. The increase in the marginally stable e
current due to the diamagnetic stabilization is found to be
first order linear int, due to the linear dependence of th
growth rate on the edge current density. At a density on
5331019 m23 and the relevant parametert50.011, the mar-
ginally stable value of the edge current density is increa
by 35% as compared to the ideal MHD limit. Att50.011,
the critical pressure gradient is limited by ann510– 15 bal-
looning mode at a pressure gradient which is about 3
higher than then5` ideal MHD ballooning limit. For the
ballooning limit, for each individual toroidal mode numbe
the increase of the marginally stable pressure gradient sc
quadratically int for small values oft. However, consider-
ing all toroidal mode numbers gives a more linear dep
dence because the most unstable mode number goes
with increasingt ~see Fig. 10!. Thus, both the kink and bal
looning limits in the edge pedestal have significant dep
dence on the density due to stabilization by the io
diamagnetic drift, being more stable at low density.
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VI. STABILITY LIMIT IN SHEAR-OPTIMIZED
SCENARIOS

The main MHD limitation in shear-optimized scenario
is due to the ideal MHDn51 global pressure driven mode
described in detail in Ref. 3. For this mode, the effect
radial variation of the diamagnetic drift frequencyv* i is
very important, due to the global character of the mo
eigenfunction, and very sharp pressure gradients.

For typical plasma profiles in JET shear-optimized s
nario ~pulse #40572!, the eigenvalue and the mode structu
computed by the MISHKA-D code is shown in Fig. 11. Th
behavior of this mode as a function oft does not follow the
simple dispersion relation~52!. The mode is not completely
stabilized for any value oft and the frequency of the mod
has a maximum as a function oft, see Fig. 11~a!. This be-
havior is related to the large variation ofv* i at the different
rational surfaces, due to the large pressure gradients a
inside the transport barrier. One consequence is that the
ginally stable mode has no frequency. Complete stabiliza
could, in principle, be obtained when the density profile b
ances the radial change in the pressure gradient such thav* i

is relatively constant as a function of radius. However, us
the estimate typical of the ideal MHD growth rates,l2

}(bp2bpm), the increase in the marginally stable be
would scale only quadratically witht. Thus, the influence on
the ion drift velocity on then51 stability limit in shear-
optimized discharges is very small, in spite of the large va
of the ion diamagnetic frequencyv* i calculated locally at
the foot of the internal transport barrier. This is consiste
with the good agreement between the calculated ideal M
stability limits and the observed disruptive stability limit i
the shear-optimized scenarios, previously analyzed in Re

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Equations have been derived which extend the one-fl
ideal MHD model to include the effect of the ion
diamagnetic drift, which is important for typical plasma p
rameters in the transport barriers. These equations have
implemented as an extension of the ideal MHD co
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 11. ~a! Growth rates~open sym-
bols! and frequencies of the globa
pressure driven kink mode in equilib
rium computed for JET shear
optimized scenario~pulse #40572! as
functions of the parametert ~circles!.
Included is also a case with a sma
radial variation of the diamagnetic fre
quency~triangles!. ~b! Radial structure
of the poloidal harmonics of the radia
displacement of the global pressur
driven n51 mode.
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MISHKA-1.1 The new MISHKA-D code allows us to per
form an accurate self-consistent computation of both sta
and unstable eigenmodes with eigenvaluesugu>v* i up to a
very large toroidal mode number (n,50– 100) in full toroi-
dal geometry. Thev* i spectrum of then51 internal kink
eigenmodes computed as a benchmark of the MISHKA
code shows a good agreement with the analytic theory
order to perform a comprehensive analysis of thev* i spec-
trum and to compute the plasma response to the drive f
external antenna, two auxiliary versions of the MISHKA-
code were also developed, the continuum solver simila
CSCAS code,15 and the antenna MISHKA-D code similar t
Refs. 16 and 17.

The MISHKA-D code has been used to analyze the s
bilizing influence of v* i effect on the stability limits of
finite-n ballooning and low-n kink ~peeling! modes in the
transport barriers ofH-mode discharges. Both the kink an
ballooning modes show a significant stabilization due to
ion-diamagnetic drift. For a given pressure profile, the a
plitude of the ion-diamagnetic drift terms is proportional
the parametert, the ion-cyclotron frequency normalized t
the Alfvén frequency. Since this parameter scales with
major radius and density asR0

21n0i
21/2, the effect is stronges

at low plasma densities in smaller tokamaks. Conseque
the edge stability limits depend on the density, being m
stable at low density. For the specific JET hot-ionH-mode
discharge analyzed, at the density of the edge pedest
31019 m23, an increase of about 30% in the plasma press
threshold was found for both the ballooning and kink mod
due to the ion diamagnetic drift effect. Due to the scaling
the growth rate of the finite-n ballooning modes with the
width of the edge pedestal, the stabilizing effect is found
be largest for small pedestal widths.

By including the diamagnetic drift in the stability calcu
lations of the finite-n ideal ballooning modes, the highestn
modes~which are the most unstable modes in ideal MH!
are stabilized first. The most unstable ballooning mode
found to be a medium-n mode whose exact mode numb
depends on the parametert determined by the density in th
edge transport barrier. For large enough values oft a second
stability zone is obtained where the finite-n ballooning
modes are stable for any value of the mode numbern and
pressure gradient. The numerical analysis has shown, tha
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radial structure of the finite-n ballooning mode in the edge
pedestal differs from what one would expect from the co
ventional ballooning theory~or the modified theory for the
plasma edge22!. The width of the mode depends mostly o
the width of the high pressure gradient region in the ed
pedestal, and the mode fills the whole width of the pedes
The mode width depends only weakly on the toroidal mo
number. Usually, the effect of an unstable ballooning mod
assumed to be benign, leading to a soft limit to the press
gradient. This scenario is based on considering then→`
ideal ballooning modes and taking into account their stro
localization. However, considering the finite-n ideal balloon-
ing modes at finitev* i , a medium-n ballooning mode with a
mode width of the order of the edge pedestal is found to
the most unstable, and at a crossing of the ballooning li
this mode may well lead to a discrete ELM event.

For JET optimized shear discharges with internal tra
port barrier, thev* i effect on the disruptiven51 global
pressure driven kink mode is found to be weak, due to
effect of radial variation of the ion diamagnetic frequen
v* i . This result is in agreement with the good correlati
between the observed stability limits due to disruptions a
the calculated ideal MHD stability limits.3
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF
THE MATRIX ELEMENTS

In order to illustrate the procedure of obtaining the m
trix elements we consider the quadratic form~42!. We start
from the expression

N15E r0

R2

f qF2 ~g11X12 ig12X2!X1* ds dq. ~A1!

Comparison of~A1! and ~46! gives the matrix elements

B~1,1!5r0

R2g11

f qF
, B~1,2!52 ir0

R2g12

f qF
. ~A2!
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The metric tensor componentsgik can be obtained from the
known expressions for the associated metric tensor com
nentsgik:

g115u“su2, g125g215“s•“q
~A3!

g225u“qu2, g3351/R2.

Taking into account the relation

gik5~21! i 1kM ik/J2, ~A4!

whereMik is the minor ofgik, we obtain

g115
J2

R2 u“qu2, g125g2152
J2

R2 “s•“q,

~A5!

g225
J2

R2 u“su2, g335R2.

Since the equilibrium code HELENA does not directly com
pute the functionu“qu2, we express this function by usin
the condition

J25ugiku[~g11g222g12
2 !R2, ~A6!

whereugiku is the determinant of the metric tensor. Then w
obtain

g115
1

u“su2 1
J2

R2 •
~“s•“q!2

u“su2 . ~A7!

In addition, since the HELENA code computes“c, we use
the relation

“s5“c/ f , ~A8!

in order to obtain“s. As a result, we transform the matri
componentsgik ( i ,k51,2) to

g115
f 2

u“cu2 1
f 2q2R2

F2 •

~“c•“q!2

u“cu2
, ~A9a!

g125g2152
f q2R2

F2 “c•“q, ~A9b!

g225
q2R2

F2 u“cu2. ~A9c!

Then ~A2! reduces to

B~1,1!5r0

f R2

qF F 1

u“cu2
1

q2R2

F2 •

~“c•“q!2

u“cu2 G , ~A10a!

B~1,2!5 ir0

qR4

F3 “c•“q. ~A10b!

Similarly, one obtains the remaining elements of theB ma-
trix:

B~2,1!52B~1,2!, ~A11a!

B~2,2!5
r0qR4

f F3 u“cu2, ~A11b!

B~3,3!5B~4,4!51. ~A11c!

The matrix elements on the right-hand side of~44! are
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
o- A~1,3!52
in

F
•~2m2m1nq!~“c•“q!1

n

f qF2 S q
dF

ds

22F
dq

dsD u“cu22
n

f F
•

]u“cu2

]s
1

m

f q
•

dF

ds
,

~A12a!

A~18,3!5
n

f F
u“cu22

mF

f q
, ~A12b!

A~1,4!5
1

f q3F2

dq

ds S 2F
dq

ds
2q

dF

dsD u“cu2

12i
m̄2m

Fq2

dq

ds
“c•“q1

f

Fq
~m1nq!

3~m̄1nq!F ~“c•“q!2

u“cu2
1

F2

q2 •
1

R2u“cu2G
1

1

f q2F

dq

ds

]

]s
u“cu2, ~A12c!

A~18,4!5 i
m1nq

Fq
“c•“q2

1

f q2F

dq

ds
u“cu2, ~A12d!

A~1,48!52 i
2m̄2m1nq

Fq
“c•“q2

1

f q2F2 F2F
dq

ds

2q
dF

dsG u“cu22
1

f qF

]

]s
u“cu22

1

f q

dF

ds
,

~A12e!

A~18,48!5
1

f qF
~F21u“cu2!. ~A12f!

Somewhat simpler matrix elements are obtained for
right-hand sides of~45! and ~49!:

A~2,3!52
1

f qF
~m2F21n2q2u“cu2!, ~A13a!

A~2,4!52 i
1

Fq
~m1nq!~m2m̄1nq!“c•“q

1F ~m12nq!
1

f q2F

dq

ds
2

1

f qF2 ~m1nq!
dF

dsG
3u“cu21

m1nq

f qF

]

]s
u“cu2, ~A13b!

A~2,48!5
1

f qF
~mF22nqu“cu2!, ~A13c!

A~3,2!51, ~A13d!

A~4,1!52F2
u“cu2

f
. ~A13e!

The ‘‘drift’’ matrix elements@see~50! and ~51!# in terms of
gik are given by
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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A~1,1!5r0

R2

F f qF2 i
m

f q
•

p0i8

n0
g111g12

]

]sS p0i8

f qn0
D G ,

~A14a!

A~1,18!5r0

R2

F f 2q2 •
p0i8

n0
g12, ~A14b!

A~2,1!5r0

f qR2

F Fg12

m

f q
•

p0i8

n0
1 ig22

]

]s S p0i8

f qn0
D G ,

~A14c!

A~2,18!5 ir0

R2

F
•

p0i8

n0
g22. ~A14d!

We substitute~A9! in ~A14! and obtain

A~1,1!5r0

R2

F F2 im
p0i8

q2n0
•F 1

u¹C2u
1

q2R2

F2

•

~¹c•¹q!2

u¹cu2 G2
qR2

F2 •

]

]s S p0i8

f qn0
D •~¹c•¹q!G ,

~A15a!

A~1,18!52r0

R4

f F3 •
p0i8

n0
~¹c•¹q!, ~A15b!

A~2,1!5
r0f q2R4

F3 F2m
p0i8

n0
~¹c•¹q!

1 iqu¹cu2
]

]sS p0i8

f qn0
D G , ~A15c!

A~2,18!5 ir0

p0i8

n0
•

R4q2u¹cu2

F3 . ~A15d!
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